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Drive collects 50 pints for Red Cross
by Curt Craig
associate editor
UAH and The Exponent sponsored a
blood drive on January 26. The Red
Cross held the drive in the U.C. Exhibit
Hall from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
According to Nancy Nunley, of Red
Cross Nursing Services, workers saw
55 potential donors during the drive.
From those 55, 50 pints of blood were
collected. Those who attempted to
donate on the 26th, but were ineligible
to do so, are encouraged to try again at
a later date.
Nunley also said that the Red Cross
was expecting 75donors from the UAH
drive. She was quick to add, however,
that they were pleased with the
turnout.
Beth Benich, who was the nurse in
charge during the UAH blood drive,
said, "We did pretty good." She noted

a

that they collected the blood at UAH
without any "serious donor reactions."
Benich also stated that anyone who
was unable to give blood on the 26th
because of their schedules, classes, or
other reasons, and still wants to do so,
is invited to donate at the Red Cross
Chapter Building on Washington
Street. The chapter is open from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, and
from noon to 4 p.m. on Sundays.
The Exponent would like to thank
everyone who either donated their time
and blood to this worthy cause. A
special thanks also goes to those who
attempted to donate. You all deserve
commendation.

Fridays blood drive fell short of
projections, but was considered a
success.
Photo by Rudy Setiawan

Friends" program to help international students

by Dennis W. Varner
for the Exponent
Dennis and Joyce Zetterberg,
working with Mohan Mullapudi, SGA
Director of International Students,
have derived a program to assist
international students in adjusting to
the new culture and experiences of
living in the United States.
The International Friends Host
Program is a joint project of members
of Huntsville, the surrounding areas,
and the UAH Student Government
Association, designed to meet the
special needs of international
students.
A smooth transition to American
and university life will be a major focus
of hosting families and individuals,for

married and single students who are
attending UAH. As the program
expands, attention will be directed to
international students yet to arrive at
UAH.
Currently, the program consists of
10-15 area host-families. Most families
are married couples with one or two
young children. However, one family
is a retired couple of Decatur; and a
couple of hosts are unmarried
individuals.
In participating as a host,
willingness to sponsor a student or
student family for at least one year is
encouraged. Some sponsors host
throughout the duration of the
student's education.
During this period of time, sponsors
may acquaint the student family with

Miss America to visit
campus, February 1st
Miss America 1990, Debbye Turner,
will be visiting UAH on Thursday,
Feb. 1. At the reception in the U.C.
Exhibit Hall from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.,
Miss Turner will continue her
campaign to "Motivate America's
Youth to Excellence." A question/
answer period will be followed with
refreshments. Everyone is encouraged
to attend this student reception
sponsored by the U.C. The UAH Black
Student Association's president,
Paulette Paul, will present Miss
America with a gift; in addition, the
University will make a presentation,
led by introductions from UAH
president Dr. Louis Padulo.
Turner, who is 24 years old and
originally from Columbia, Missouri,
will be the guest speaker at the United
Negro College Fund banquet Thursday
evening at Oakwood College. Tickets
may be purchased for the U.N.C.F.
dinner at the U.C. information desk.
Miss Turner will also be making
appearances at the Space and Rocket
Center, Marshall Space Flight Center

and Alabama A&M University in her
two-day visit to Huntsville.

Debbye Turner, Miss America 1990,
will visit the UAH campus Thursday,
February 1.

area attractions, university
entertainment, as well as familiarize
them with academic opportunities.
Acting as a sponsor offers a
reciprocating educational experience
for the sponsor. This opportunity
makes available an introduction to the
customs, courtesies, and cuisine of a
native Chinese, German, Indian,
Korean person, etc.
As part of establishing participation
in the host program, the prospective
sponsor and student family complete a
questionnaire. The sponsor question
naire regards hosting for the holidays,
requesting a quantity of students of
families, field and level of study,
preference of country or sex, ability to
speak a foreign language, and others.
Similarly, the student questionnaire
asks information from the prospective
student. These questionnaires are
designed to accommodate both
sponsor and students as best as
possible.
Once a host family is located for the
student family, the host program
coordinators will arrange a time and
location for both to get acquainted.

Afterwards, the host program will
continue to provide opportunities for
members to be involved in the
activities of the university.
Dennis and Joyce Zetterberg, of
Madison, are establishing this service
with the UAH student government.
Coming from an international host
program at the University of
Delaware, they are being assisted by
Jay and Kari West, of Huntsville.
Although the International Friends
Host Program is just beginning,
already there have been five student
families sponsored. The program is
expected to expand rapidly, as the
international student population
grows. Therefore, the program
representatives are definitely
interested in making this crosscultural experience available to as
many individuals or families as would
like to participate.
Individuals interested in hosting a
student (family) or being sponsored
may contact the SGA Director of
International Students, Mohan
Mullapudi, in Room 106 of the U.C. or
by calling (205)895-6375.

by Marian Delaney Sampson
for the exponent

UAH involved ten teams in a doubleelimination contest.
The winning team was Ambivert II.
This team, captained by Wilkinson,
also included Laura Layman, a junior
physics major; Jeff Rice, a senior
majoring in electrical engineering and
Kylen Whitaker, a junior majoring in
chemistry.
The College Bowl Tournament
Director at UAH is Toni Morgan, who
is also the Director of Student
Activities.
Morgan said, "This was a very
successful event. We had some very
gifted students competing. We had the
most teams ever entered this year."
The winner of the regional
competition at Auburn will compete
against the winners of the other 14
regions in a nationally televised final.

College Bowl team set

Six students have been chosen to
represent UAH in the Region 6 College
Bowl competition at Auburn
University on March 2-4, 1990.
The UAH team is Richard Ashmead
a junior art major; James Brock Jr., a
senior English major, Mark
Hammonds, a freshman
physics
major; and Ladye Wilkinson, a
graduate student in physics. Paul
O'Connor, a senior physics major, and
Marian Sampson, a junior sociology
major are alternates.
This team was selected after a
tournament held at UAH on Jan. 27.
Team members were chosen based on
their individual scores per game in
competition. The local tournament at
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Recycling program col lects 25 tons this year
We are thankful to The Exponent for
allowing us this space for news and
information about the UAH Recycling
Program and recycling on campus. We
plan to contribute future articles about
recycling, so you can keep up with the
Program and hopefully help us out.
In this first article, we want to
familiarize you with the University's
waste disposal methods and how we
hope the Program will impact waste
disposal. Before the Program began in
April 1989 and to a large degree even
since the Program began, all waste
placed in trash cans or or other
receptacles or areas for disposal by
students, staff, and faculty is targeted
to be buried in the Huntsville city
landfill or very shortly to be burned in
the city's waste incinerator. Janitorial
staff, grounds crews, and some other
enterprising individuals and groups
salvage some of the more valuable
materials before and in some cases
even after they enter the waste stream.
The most valuable material in UAH's
waste is aluminum beverage cans.
Blue-, green-, and orange-lined
computer paper is also easy to collect
and fairly valuable. Just about
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the amounts of waste that are disposed
of via the dumpsters. We have a
planned research project for Spring
and Summer to try to quantify this
portion of the UAH waste stream. We
will not truely know just how effective
the UAH Recycling Program is until
we know how much waste we have.
How much does waste disposal at
UAH cost? Again for FY88 which is the
most recent year before the Recycling
Program began, waste disposal at
UAH by the Physical Plant and BFI
contracted services was over $29,000.
In FY88 the city landfill charged only
$8.85 per ton for disposal. In FY89. the
city landfill charge increased to $10.50
per ton, and in FY90, the city is
charging $19.00 per ton. You can
probably bet that the city will increase
landfill/incinerator charges again and
again in the future tosomething in the
neighborhood of $40-50. per ton.
O.K., so now that the UAH Recycling
Program is under way, how has it
affected waste disposal so far, and
what can we expect in the future? The
Program only operated for the last 6
months of FY89, and we collected and
sold over 24 tons of recyclables.
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everything else ends up being bagged
and/or placed in defined areas outside
of the buildings. In certain buildings,
which includes University Housing,
the University Center, the Bevill
Center, and the Medical School, the
wastes are placed in BFI dumpsters
which are regularly emptied by BFI.
All other wastes from across the
campus are collected by some of the
ground's crew using a standard
garbage truck.
How much waste does UAH
generate? For FY88, which is the most
recent complete year before the UAH
Recycling Program began, the
Physical Plant Vehicle- and crews
collected, transported, and disposed of
305.1 tons of waste at the city landfill.
Unfortunately, we do not yet have any
information of the quantity of wastes
disposed of via the BFI dumpsters on
campus. The dumpsters are serviced by
BFI on either a 2-day, 3-day, or 5-day
per week schedule, depending on the
location of dumpsters and how often
they are filled up. Because BFI collects
our dumpsters along with other
customers before going to the landfill,
it is virtually impossible to quantify
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Teleconference
on Depressive
Illness is free
A live-interactive teleconference,
"Depressive Illness on Campus," will
be held on February 13, from 5:30 to 7
p.m., in the U.C. Exhibit Hall. The
teleconference, which is being
sponsored by UAH Student
Development Services and Campus
Ministry, and the Alliance for the
Mentally 111, will be held via satellite.
The teleconference will be free of
charge, and is targeted at students,
administrators, and counselors. For
further information, contact Student
Development Services at 895-6203.

"Love Alive"
concert to show
case Williams
The Oakwood College Alumni
Chapter presents Dwayne Williams,
an Oakwood College graduate and a
new vocal recording artist, in a musical
concert on Saturday night, Feb. 10,
1990, at 7 p.m.
This "Love Alive" concert will also
feature Mr. Dwayne Hamilton,
another Oakwood graduate who has
received superior ratings on the
Christian music recording artist
scoreboard. Mr. Hamilton will serve as
the Master of Ceremonies.
Free Admission — So come early and
bring a "Love" Offering.

J-33

CONTINUE

Youd like your roommates
a whole lot better if they didn't
show up on your phone bill.
John called Chicago. Andy called L.A. Or was that Pete?
Don't sweat it. Sorting out roommates is easy when you get AT&T Gill Manager Service.
Because with it, you can all get your long distance charges listed separately even though
you share the same phone number. And it costs you nothing.
To find out more about the free/1767"Call Manager Service, dial 1800 222-0300, ext. 600.
Itll make both your bills and your roommates much easier to live with.

AT&T

i 1990 AT&T

Meanwhile, the Physical Plant
disposed of 279.25 tons at the city
landfill, which turns out to be about 26
tons or about 8.5% less than FY88. It
appears that the UAH Recycling
Program is having an almost direct
effect on the quantities of waste
requiring disposal. We think that's
great.
In the first 3 months of FY90, the
UAH Recycling Program has already
collected and sold over 25 tons of
recyclables, and if this rate continues,
we will recycle over 100 tons this fiscal
year.

The right choice.

EATING
RIGHT
CAN HELP
REDUCE
THE RISK
OF CANCER.
It can also help
you reduce your weight.

And since a 12-year study shows that
being 40% or more overweight puts
you at high risk, it makes sense to follow
these guidelines for healthy living!

Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables
rich in vitamins Aand C—oranges,
cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches,
apricots, broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a
high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals such
as oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean
meats, fish, skinned poultry and lowfat dairy products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more information,
call 1-800-ACS-2345 I
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meet together to form a support T h u r s d a y , F e b r u a r y 1 , i n t h e
network for pre-med, pre-dental, and afternoon. We will also be discussing
pre-veterinary students. We share the Engineering Fair coming up at the
academic skills, information on the end of February. All interested
The Huntsville chapter of Delta Chi
application process, and have the chemical engineering students need to
is making plans to attend the Annual
opportunity to socialize with students attend this important meeting. AICHE
Delta Chi Regional Convention. The
with common interests. Our members needs as much student participation as
Regional is being held this year at
develop their leadership skills by possible. Refreshments will be served
Appalachian State in Boone, N.C.,
organizing programs and assuming before and after the meeting. For more
February 23-25. Any D-Chi who plans
officer positions within the two clubs. information call Dr. Thomas or Dr.
to attend has to have their registration
This year, we are planning a variety Chen at 895-6154 or Lee Rogers at 895fee in by February 2.
of programs, including MCAT review 0131.
The Rush/Pre-Super Bowl Tailgate
sessions, trips to UAB's Health Career
Party held last Saturday night was a
Day and the National AED
great success. We would like to thank
Convention. We are also planning to
Omicron Gamma would like to host a UAH Health Careers Day.
everyone who attended. The SG (social
The last Seds meeting was a great
gathering) held for the Brothers of welcome Sorors Sharon Booker, Mia
All students are encouraged to join
success. Several new members were in
Delta Chi during the Super Bowl was a Crutch and Cynthia Lewis into the us at our next meeting on Friday,
attendance. Seds next meeting will be
s i s t e r h o o d o f D e l t a . T h e y w e r e February 2, at 8:30 a.m. in the U.C.
blast for all.
on Feb 31 at 8:15 p.m.
A training session was held at the initiated into the sorority Fall quarter. Room 127. For additional information
The featured speaker this week is Dr.
We also would like to extend best call Maureen Linehan 772-9706 or Dr.
Delta Chi House Sunday night for all
Milton Harris, associate director of the
the Brothers participating in the wishes to Soror Danita Jones-Clark. Moriarity 895-6045.
UAH Space Grant University
McRae's inventory February 3. Boy, She and Thad Clark exchanged their
program. He will speak on thestatus of
wedding vows December 30,1989. Best
are we ready for retail now! (Ha, Ha).
Fellowships and other benefits of
wishes Mr. & Mrs. Clark!
Congratulations to Richard
Space Grant University to UAH. Also,
Finally, we want to thank the sorors
Johnson and Jimmy Kennamer, our
The Baptist Student Union (BSU) nominations will be taken for 1990n
new Treasurer and Sergeant-At-Arms. who helped answer the telephones at
has its weekly lunch every Wednesday SEDS officers.
Good luck to our basketball team the United Cerebral Palsy Telethon.
at 12:15. The cost is only $2, which all
against the ATO Gold Sunday. Also
goes to support summer missionaries.
good luck to all the other teams.
The Drama and Clowning groups
REMINDER: Todd Lee will conduct
will meet this Thursday night,
story-time immediately preceding the
Le Cercle Francais, the UAH French
February 1. Anyone who is interested
meeting Sunday night.
club, will meet on Wednesday,
is welcome to join either group.
The brothers of the Alpha Tau
We will be having Bible study on February 7. The time is 7:30 p.m., and
Omega fraternity would like to thank Monday, February 5 at 8:15 p.m. We the place is the Noojin House. The
those who came to our Rush Party this are currently working on a study of scheduled activity is life-sized trivial
past Saturday. We had a great time, false teachers.
pursuit.
and we picked up some outstanding
This will be a fun activity that no one
We are having Celebration on
The brothers of Sigma Chi Gamma pledges.
Tuesday night, February 6 at 8:15. Our will want to miss. All interested
Congratulations to Alpha Theta speaker will be Robin Delapp, who is persons are encouraged to attend.
wish to announce that the 1990
their an expert on memorizing Scripture.
For further information, see any of
Valentine's Day Formal will be held at pledge class for completing
the sky center on February 10. We are pledgeship. Initiation is February Everyone is invited to attend this time the French instructors.
very excited about this event, and we 3,and we are looking forward to o f f u n a n d f e l l o w s h i p . A f t e r
hope to see many of our Sigma Chi initiating them into our brotherhood. Celebration, there will be choir
We are getting ready for our 11th practice. If you like to sing, you are
alumni turnout.
Another rush party was held on annual Founder's Day banquet that welcome to attend. We've gotten off to a
The Financial Management
January 19. Everyone had a good time, night.
really great start, and the choir is
This past Friday was Alumni Poker going to be great.
Association Student Chapter and the
although a few wished that they hadn't
National Honor Society will have a
night at the house. We had a great time
had quite so much fun. The party did
The BSU Valentine Banquet will be
provide the fraternity with several playing poker with all the Alumni that held Friday, February 9. Call or come short meeting on Thursday, February
excellent private jokes. We were also were there.
by the BSU for details. Steven Curtis 1, at 5:00 p.m., in Morton Hall, Room
Congratulations on all the new Delta Chapman will be giving a concert on
pleased to welcome Jeff Sadow to the
336-D.
All FMA members, undecided
Zeta initiates, and to all of the new February 9 at the U.C. Exhibit Hall, so
Gamma house.
majors, freshman, sophomores,
Brothers and pledges are reminded
Kappa Delta initiates.
it should be an eventful evening.
juniors and seniors are cordially
that the fraternity will participate in
The BSU is located at 450 Sparkman
invited to this informal meeting. We
the McRae's inventory on February 3.
Drive, across from the UAH campus. If
will vote on the following offices:
We need as many people as possible to
you would like t o k n o w more a b o u t a n y
Public Relations, Reporters, a n d
take part.
of our events, call us at 837-9140.
Secretary. It is time for you to get
Sigma Chi Gamma thought for the
Kristen Brine, Michele McVay, and
involved, so come by tomorrow and
week: Has anybody seen Lee?
Leigh Ann Smith were pledged to Delta
check out FMA! We'll see you there!!
Zeta last week. These girls will be
The American Society of Civil
members of the winter pledge class.
Engineers held a regular club meeting
Congratulations!
The new Executive Board officers on January 24, 1990. The canoe
The sisters of Chi Omega would like
Students Over the Traditional Age
to welcome all of our new members. were installed last week. The officers construction is scheduled to begin will meet Thursday, February 1, in
January
28,
1990.
From
here
it
will
be
traveled
to
Tuscaloosa
for
Officer
Initiation was held Saturday, the 13th
full force, and all working times will be Room 127 of the U.C. at 12:15 p.m. All
of January, at the Tom Bevill Center. Training January 27-28.
Thanks to Lea McKinney (and Kim posted in the Engineering Building. students and faculty members are
Our new sisters are Mardi
invited to bring their lunch and join us.
Ambercrombie, Ashley Anderson, Smith) for the Academic Awards We are also busy preparing for the
Marie Bolivar, Janet Glotzbach, presentation. Delta Zetas worked hard other competition categories such as
Valerie McLemore, Vaishali Pathak, last quarter to pull up those averages, t h e mystery competition, b a n n e r a n d
Stephanie Self, Robin Summerford, and as a result the chapter earned the audiovisual presentation. For anyone
Amnesty International will meet
Elizabeth Woodall, Ralna Howell and h i g h e s t G P A for pledges, actives a n d interested in helping, our next meeting
Thursday at 8:15 pm. in Room 127 in
Laura Mackentepe. We are very overall! Congrats to those who received will be January 31 at 8 p.m. in Room
the University Center. Everyone is
pleased to have these girls as our new awards, and to Suzanne Edmonson on 118 of the Engineering Building.
invited.
receiving a full one-year scholarship.
sisters.
Over the holidays, Chi Omega Everyone keep up the great work!
Recently a candlelighting was held
elected an outstanding group of
officers. Dena Childress, President; to announce the engagement of Kristi
The UAH chapter of AICHE would
Tammy Wieck, Vice President; Councilman to Kevin Smith.
The brothers of the Theta Pi chapter
like to announce the next meeting for
Rebecca Dalzell, Secretary; Tammy Congratulations!
of Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
students.
We
will
be
meeting
on
Scott, Treasurer; Elizabeth Fotovich,
Wednesday, January 29 at 12:30 p.m. announce the beginning of Spring
Pledge Trainer; Amy Smith, Rush
Rush. We would like to thank everyone
The topics for the meeting include the
Chairman and Stephanie Roper,
who attended our parties this weekend
upcoming
plant
tour
at
the
Occidental
Personal Chairman. We anticipate an
continued to page 4
The Medical Careers Club and AED Chemical plant in Muscle Shoals on
exciting year with these new officers.

Delta Chi

Congratulations to Margaret
Balmut and Stephanie Roper on their
engagements!!! We wish them the best
of luck!
The sisters of Chi Omega would also
like to send congratulations out to the
Lady Chargers on their recent victory
over A&M.
We feel sure this will be a great year
for Chi Omega!

Omicron Gamma

SEDS

BSU

Alpha Tau
Omega

French Club

Sigma Chi

FMA

Delta Zeta

ASCE

Chi Omega

SOTA

AI

AICHE

Pi Kappa Alpha

MCC/AED

All clubs and organizations' announcements must be kept to 150 words or
less. This is to allow room for all announcements. Clubs and organizations are
not prohibited from exceeding the 150-word limit; however The Exponent
cannot guarantee that all of the announcement will be published. We will
make every effort to include all of the announcement not exceeding the 150word limit. The editor has final approval of all announcements in regards to
length, newsworthiness, questionable content, and poor taste.
Clubs and organizations are permitted to submit photos to accompany
announcements; however, the photos will be printed on a space-available
basis. All photos should contain the following information: name of club
submitting photo, names of all individuals in photo, photo credit, if photo can
be cropped, if photo needs to be returned, and if the photo can be printed at a

later date as soon as space becomes available. We will make every effort to
return photos, but unmarked photos will not be returned.
At the discretion of the editor, due to space considerations an announcement
may be moved from the "pulse: campus events and happenings page to an
appropriate news, features, or sports page. If this becomes necessary, an
Exponent representative will try to notify the club submitting the article^Ah
a n n o u n c e m e n t s m u s t b e typed a n d double-spaced, o r m u s t b e N E A T L Y
handwritten and double-spaced. Clubs and organizations should take extra
care in spelling as well as in neatness when including people's names in
announcements. In addition all submissions must contain a phone number of
a contact person who can be reached between Friday at 5 p.m. and Monday at
noon in case we have any questions.
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EXTEND YOUR CAREER
POTENTIAL IN COLLEGEJOIN AIR FORCE ROTC
When you graduate, the career competition will
be fierce.
But you can sharpen your competitive edge now.
Join Air Force ROTC, and you'll gain so much more
from a college degree. You'll learn leadership skills and
gain a powerful sense of confidence. You'll emerge from
school as an Air Force officer, an individual who knows
the demands and rewards of responsibility. The fact
that you're a decision-maker will be self-evident by
your background.
Employers everywhere will notice the stature of that
kind of individual. And you'll have an extraordinary
world of experience for building an outstanding career.
Exactly why you sought a degree in the first place.
Exactly why you joined Air Force ROTC.
Get started today. Call
CAPT WILCOX
844-4355

"Spring break can
be a joyous vaca
tion..."
Dear Students:
Spring is a great time of year especially in Florida.
Our weather is beautiful, it's the perfect time to visit
our beaches and other attractions. Our cities and
residents are ready to welcome you with open arms.
At this time we want to remind you, that while we
hope you enjoy your spring vacation, you must be
aware of laws in Florida that may directly affect you.
We ask that you respect our "21" age drinking law.
It is illegal for anyone under age 21 to possess,
purchase or any way obtain alcoholic beverages.
It is against the law in our state for the driver or
passengers of a motor vehicle to possess an open
container of alcohol. Thousands of people die each
year in alcohol-related crashes. We do not want you
to become another statistic.
Spring break can be a joyous vacation filled with
sun, sandy beaches and friends. Too many times,
instead, it turns tragic. Only you can control how
your vacation will end. We want you to return to your
schools and families safe and healthy, please, drive
sober and don't ride with anyone who has been
drinking.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
VUUVVVUUUUWWWVWWVVUUUUUV
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Association for Campus Entertainment Sponsors

Taco Night
At The Movies
Kick off your boots and hang up
your guns a s ACE film series
presents:

"UHF"
S t a r r i n g "Weird" A1 Yankovick

Sincerely,
Susan Larson
Safe Spring Break Chairman
M.A.D.D.
Florida State Office

"...Tuscaloosa
preoccupied..."
Letter to the Editor:
Chancellor Phillip Austin said that
UA Board of Trustees "is not
Tuscaloosa-preoccupied." I beg to
differ. The Trustees' only concern is
Tuscaloosa, specifically the football
team. They have absolutely no concern
for UAH of UAB.
The only time I have ever seen the
Board of Trustees mentioned on TV or
in the newspaper is in regard to
football. They are probably unawareof
UAH's U.S. News&World Report
rankings, the superconductivity
research, Human Powered Vehicle, etc.
After all, these events have no relation
to football. UAH needs to ask inself:
What have the Board of Trustees ever
done for us?
Chancellor Austin has only been in
Alabama about six months, so he is
still learning the system. He should
realize, however, that the Board of
Trustees is doing everything it can to
hold back UAH and UAB. After all,
who wants academics and research to
overshadow football?
Name Withheld By Request

( Shown on the Giant Screen )
8 : 1 5 p.m., in the UC Exhibit Hall
Monday, February 12th
-Flavored Soda Water Provided-

PULSE
continued from page 3
for making them such a success. We
have been looking forward to the
intramural basketball. Our first game
will be this Sunday at 2 p.m. against
the men of Kappa Alpha Psi.

ISO

Bring Ye
Hole Trailblazin'
Teem

The ISO will hold a brief general
meeting in UC Room 127 Tuesday
February 6 at 8:15 p.m. The ISO has
scheduled the Winter Quarter gettogether for the coming weeks. More
details will be given next week. The
ISO also urges any interested persons
to sign up as members. Please contact
Rajeev Purnaiya at 895-0501 or Mantu
at 830-5303.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy today!
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Free Catalog
Box J7(XX)

Washington DC 200IS-7(XX>

...still crazy

Brought to you by the leading edge of technology...

after all these years...
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Duck Sex arouses feelings on campus
by Scoop Quacker
reporter
The raging controversy ruffling
feathers around campus last week was
the issue of Duck Sex. The Ragplonent
has asked several students around
campus about this issue, and here is
what they said:
A student who admitted observing
the ducks doing the deed said, "I think
it's wonderful that these creatures
aren't ashamed to show their love for
each other in public. Maybe we as
humans should follow their example
and throw off the yoke of modesty.
We'd all be happier."
A student leaving the Engineering
Building said, "It's disgusting." As he
fondled his pocket protector, he added,
"They should do it behind closed doors,
in the dark, like everyone else."
Another passing student said, "I
think it's great." He mentioned that
perhaps the university should install
duck-condom machines on the trees
surrounding the lake. He also thought
a duck-abortion clinic would be a good
idea.

W-
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Duck Sex: Innocent or Indecent?
During an exclusive interview with a
high-ranking administration member,
who spoke on condition of anonymity,
The Ragplonent discovered the real
reason that the water was drained
from the campus lake: in an attempt to

Photo Peter Parker
drive off the offending fowl. The
administration person stated rather
prudishly that they were attempting to
get rid of the ducks because they "don't
want the students here to get any
ideas."

Cars cleared from campus housing lots
by The Shadow
Investigative Reporter
naire

Extraordin-

On-campus housing's parking lot
was empty last Friday, as it is now, but
not because the students had driven
their cars away. As a matter of fact,
many students were left hoofing it
quite against their will. By the time an
angry mob had assembled at the
housing office, the housing director
had departed for the weekend. All
attempts to contact her were stuck to
official policy and refused to give
anyone the time of day. It was up to the
press to get to the bottom of the matter.
"Look," said Millie Anglin's
replacement, the new housing director
(who agreed to be interviewed by
phone) "Those people were notified. A
full honor before the deadline, we taped
a notice up in plain view in the housing
office. It quite clearly said that we
would be renovating the parking lot
and all cars left there after noon would

be removed."
Millie Anglin's replacement
explained the need for clearing the lot:
"We're going to put in some morespeed
bumps and raise the existing ones to a
height of six inches. As a matter of fact,
every parking place will have its own
speed bump so the cars can't
accidentally roll away. We're also
going to remove the lights so thieves
can't see well enough to continue their
depradations. You can't say I don't
care about the students."
Millie Anglin's replacement was also
happy to explain the fate of the 100 to
120 vehicles that were towed. "They've
been crushed and sold for scrap. Not
only was this stated in the notice, but
everyone who has signed a housing
contract has given me godlike power
over them, so if's all perfectly legal."
When I asked if Millie's replacement
realized the planned speed bumps
would make the parking lot unusable
for many students, and unsafe for all
but the most robust hockey players,

and that many students might have a
hard time replacing their crushed cars,
Millie Anglin's replacement's voice
took on a decidedly haughty, sneering
tone. "Let them drive Jeeps," she said
before hanging up.

Chemistry
experiment
goes berserk!

Damage to Morton Hall estimated at
three million dollars. See page 10 for
details, pictures.
Photo courtesy of TV Guide

When pressed about the current
lawsuit that the American Duck Civil
Liberties Organization (A.D.C.L.O.) is
filing against the university, the
official said, "The A.D.C.L.O. is a
bunch of quacks anyway." He said the
suit was filed because the A.D.C.L.O.,
thinks that the university is intefering '
with the ducks' right to freedom of
expression. Those yo-yos would think
it was okay if the ducks did it on an t
American flag," he said.
A related student rally is scheduled
to take place tomorrow outside the
Physical Plant. The rally, which is
being planned by the university's
newest student organization, Students
for Freedom of Expression among
Campus Beasts, is to protest the
arreste of four ducks by campus police
last Saturday. According to Police
Chief Naysayer, the ducks were booked
for " holding a gathering without a
permit." It appears that a large group
of students, staff, and faculty had
gathered to watch the exhibition. Since
the ducks were obviously thr stars of
the show, the officers felt they were
justified in making the arrests.
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UAH to gain School of Medieval Metaphysics in'90
by The Shadow
Investigative Reporter
naire

Extraordin-

Sharp-eyed students have no doubt
noted that construction began on a
new building last week. UAH
President L. Aleister Padoofus was
happy to sit down and chat about
UAH's continuing expansion. He
seemed especially exited about the
School of Medieval Metaphysics,
which will be housed in Alhazred Hall
when construction is finished.
Padoofus was quick to defend the
course he is steering. "A lot of fuddyduddies are saying we should take our
expansion one step at a time. They say
it's foolish to start work on Alhazred
Hall when the Alchemy Building and
the programs it will house have yet to
be completed and debugged. I say
what's foolish is to have one without
the other-you can't have Medieval
Metaphysics without Alchemy, and
vice versa.It would be like Engineering
without Calculus, and who'd want
that?"
Padoofus' enthusiasm was so
exceptionally great that for once he
actually seemed to know what he was
talking about, and he wasquite willing
to discuss the MM program.
"Well, I have to give credit where
credit is due," he said. "Our program
has been directly inspired by
Miskatonic U. in Arkham, Massachu
setts. Starting with their fantastic H.P.
Lovercraft library, they have built
what is doubtless the occult center of
the academic world. Our program will
duplicate many of their programs, and
we may even recruit some of their
excellent staff. You can see that I'm
excited."
Indeed he was, judging by the
unusually large amount of spit flying
from his mouth as he raved. He
continued, "This program means a

An artist's conception of Alhazred Hall
great deal to me in more ways than one.
People have been saying this little
engineering school needs to be better
balanced, and what better way to
balance all the high tech than by
reviving the dark ages?"
"Furthermore," he said as this
reporter prepared to leave in search of a
towel, "think about the Japanese. You
know I'd be the last to deny that they're

superior to us in every way. But, by
Cthulu, this new direction is enough to
give even me a shred of hope! Just
think--they don't know diddley about
magic. Why, I daresay there isn't an
oriental in the world who can read
unholy Latin manscripts, and even if
they could, we have them all!
"Hey!" he gushed, as I sloshed out of
the room, "How would you guys like

Photo by Peter Parker
the printing press used to print the
original Necronomicon, back in the
time of the Pharoahs?"
Once I had toweled, I had to admit
that the new press (If Padoofus was
not, as usual, putting us on) would
indeed be a welcome modernization for
the paper. Even if we would have to
exorcize the damn thing.

President proud of'prestigious' campus monument
by Ramesses P. Shelly
reporter
Many of you have probably
noticed the construction that has
been going near Madison Hall for
I

the past few months. We have
received many calls here at the
Ragplonent from students asking
what was being built. Although we
have tried to investigate, no one
would comment on the nature of the

unusual structure. But today, in a
special ceremony, the structure was
unveiled for all to see. It is a large
stone monument in the form of a
giant seated man. An inscription on
the base of the monument reads
"My name is Louie, King of Kings.
Look upon my works ye mighty, and
despair."
UAH president, Dr. Louie
Padulittle, spoke at the dedication
ceremony: "Now we (and by 'we' I
mean 'us')...we (as I said)...those of
us who...uh...we'll, what I mean is
that we at UAH...all of us (you and
me as well)...now have something
that we can be proud of. This new
statue...uh, monument...this thing
here I mean will stand for
hundreds...no, thousands...no, tens
of...millions of years...yeah,
millions. And people in the future
(people who haven't even been born

yet) will look on this giant piece of
rock, and they will know how great
I...I mean we are...were...what
ever." Dr. Padulittle went on to say
that the enormous cost of erecting
the statue was small compared to
the amount of prestige it would
bring to the university. After his speech, he took
questions from the audience. One
local reporter asked him what the
statue was supposed to represent.
Padulittle responded: "Well, uh, its
sorta like the spirit of...well...it
represents the unity of...I mean the
pride of UAH, and...uh, it does sorta
look like me don't it?"
Padulittle concluded the
dedication ceremony by saying
"UAH will be a prosperous
university as long as I am your
king...I mean president."

International Association
of Extremely Educated
Yet Very Likeable Psychics
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The monument.

Photo by Peter Parker

invites you to their next meeting,
(but you already knew that). You i
know where, when, and at what i
date it will be held. You know who
will be speaking.
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Payroll office warns of payment problems, delays
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by The Shadow
investigative reporter
The UAH payroll office warns that it
may be unable to give most UAH
employees their pay for the month of
January, due to an unfortunate
misunderstanding that left the entire
payroll in shreds.
"Normally this wouldn't be so bad,'
said Payroll Comptroller Richie Rich.
"It's just that the accident happened to
come at income tax time. Not only will
paychecks be delayed, but W-2forms as
well. Hopefully, the IRS won't audit
any of us."
"But as you can see," he continued,
"this normally wouldn't be so bad. I
mean, who can't go for a month
without additional income? I know it
would be no problem for me or any of
my friends."
Rich went on to say that the actual
shredding had been performed by a
recently-hired secretary named Fawn
Hall.

"Yes, I did it," admited Ms. Hall.
"But you have to understand, I was
just following orders. I can't remember
who gave them, but I was told to carry
out secretarial functions as I had been
trained to do them. Now, I don't know
what that means to you, but for me it
mean go out and shred anything in
sight.
Especially stuff that looks
important."
Work is well underway on the payroll
reconstruction, but it will be some time
to come before all the little pieces have
been reunited. And even longer before
the three 55-gallon barrel's worth of
Elmer's glue which will be used has
dried.
"I'm really sorry if I made a
mistake," says Ms. Hall, "But I'm
convinced I was trying to do the right
thing."

If you work for UAH, this is your payroll. Hope you weren't planning on eating
this month!
photQ by Bob y/hite
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Rules of the Place:
1
2.
7
4.

"I don't feel the presidential mace is at all useless,"says President Padoofus,"It's
an important disciplinary tool." Photo by Peter Parker.

Pav more tuition than vou ever dreamed.
Pay more rent than you ever dreamed.
nve next to a "beautiful" lake.
Have plentv of parking spaces

FeD. 1st - Financial Advisor Pay Me" Padulittle
Feb 3th - Comedian "Smiley" Morialus
Feb i 5 - Romantic Moonlight Mud wrestling (Co-Ed) on
the banks of Rehab Lake

and the beat goes on.
University Center

ACME PACEMAKERS

WANTED: Jack Nicholson lookalike.
You bring Batmobile and a tub, I'll
provide the lime jello and a German
Shepard.
Earn BIG $$$. Start your own Roach
Motel. For more information, contact
your local franchise headquarters at
campus housing.

FOR SALE:
Varityper Model
Comp/Set 502. Runs good, extremely
dependable. Tasteful black/orange/
cream paint. $1.98 or best offer. Call
Ragplonent office.
FOR SALE:
interested.

Nah, you wouldn't be

Free snacks & sodas? NO WAY!!
Acceptable payments: Ukranian Express; Metster Card;
Yesal; Dinners Club; Carte Blanke; first born children;
qood cars; houses; large farm machinery; sex; etc

fore

Top officials die in violent cocaine brawl
from the editorial cabinet

broad-minded university students),
just telling a chum at the next table
There are many challenges facing •••••••••••••••A******* how fine the intellectual atmosphere
this university as we go into the decade "I regret that I have but one life to was, when one of those Studiers turned
his face out of some dusty book to shoot
of the 90's, and first among them give for my country."
the
filthiest look in our direction. Not
should be the improvement of student
-Nathan Hale
only that, but after a minute of this
life in general. If we are to move into
the '90s, we must get to work changing •••••••••••••••••••••• staring, he made a dreadfully rude
noise, like, "Shh!" My friend offered to
some attitudes around here.
call security and have the fellow
First of all, this is a university, is it stomping ground was the library, and
ejected, but I said, no, there's only of
not? And truth is universal, is it not?So there are still a few there who think
why should we have to study about any
one culture or any one subject? Most
Institutions of Higher Learning
encourage their students to sample
from a wide range of courses; and more
progressive institutions have done
away with the artificial convention of
"choosing a major."
This university should follow their
example and abolish the "General
Education Requirements." Now really,
how general is a course in Greatest
Hits of ENGLISH Lit? Surely today's
young citizen of the world would gain
more insight into the modern life we
live by studying Ingmar Bergman's
oeuvre or by doing in-depth research
into the Use of Saxophone Music in
Modern Commercial Jingles. This is
what is relevant; this is what is real;
let's join our sister institutions in this
badly-needed educational reform.
Second, there are outworn attitudes
still being held around here concerning
studying. There are still a few people
left here who do more of it than talking
about it, but such people are a real
nuisance to the rest of us. There were
once large numbers of these pencil
geeks roaming around the campus,
with their Ban-Ion slacks and their
math tools (slide rules or calculators). they own it. Well, I say, how dare they him, and so many of us. He'll quit being
Fortunately these annoying and ruin the Educational Experience for rude soon.
Yes, readers, individuals like that
boring types are being replaced by the rest of us? Your editor was recently
normal youths interested in things i n t h e l i b r a r y , e n j o y i n g t h e still skulk about in the library. Sad,
more healthy and American than atmosphere, the third-floor view, (and isn't it, that people like that just hang
science or engineering.
chatting with a group of similarly around campus, bringing the rest of us
However,

a

traditional

geek

down? (Well, maybe they don't have
any place else to go). But why do they
think they add anything to campus
life? They should at least go hide in
their dorm rooms. That way, even if we
live with them, we can turn up our
stereos to help keep our "up" attitudes
and our positive, open outlook on
campus life.
We will improve our university
tremendously, and we will see it

launched "right" into the '90s if we will
work to keep our course selections ever
more liberal and open, and our
libraries free for the boisterous
enjoyment of intellectual debate. Will
you help?

Are you ashamed to show your face in public?
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THEN YOU SHOULD TRY

DOCTOR OTTO'S MIRACLE BEAUTY TREATMENT
GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU LOOK 5000 TIMES BETTER
Look the way you have always dreamed * Never hide your face again * Non-Toxic
Sold in stores and salons everywhere
Look at the improvements Dr. Otto can make in these before and after photos.
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New
Faculty
Senate
totally
Approves
All
Reforms

IflV.a

by Rasputin
religious advisor
The newly elected UAH Faculty
Senate today unanimously approved
President Loulu Padudu's plan to
change UAH's academic calendar to
the Julian Calendar.
They also
UflpWVfcd plans to make all UAH
students wear an official school
uniform, which university officials
describe as "very tacky." Immediately
after the vote, all tenured professors
were taken out and shot. Padudu
explained that this was part of his new
"get tough" policy.

hit
A- C u r l ' r t H e r e ,

vfef.
Does your head feel like this on Tuesdays?
YOU DON'T HAVE
TO TAKE IT
ANYMORE!!!
iM

Try New EDITORIAL STRENGTH
Tyleno !

Warning: Can cause cancer, blurred vision,
pregnancy, baldness, ulcers, and halitosis.

sex

Office of Academic Affairs tenures 23 students
by Bob Boy Fingerhead
reporter
The university's Bureau des Affaires
Academique announced today that 23
students had fulfilled the university's
requirements for tenure and had
subsequently been named as UAH's
first tenured students. "Yes, it's
unusual to grant tenure to students,"
said UAH Vice President for Affaires
Academiques, Dr. Olan Spotz, "but we
felt that, since they had met all
university requirements, we couldn't
conscientiously deny them (tenure)."
The idea of granting tenure to students
has been a controversial one since it
was first proposed by the SGA last
year. SGA spokesman John Q.
Student commented that "students
deserve recognition for their
achievements just as much as faculty
members do. If a student has been at
UAH for ten years or more, we believe

that he or she deserves some
acknowledgment of that accomplish
ment."
Apparently the student tenure issue
came up at a meeting of the SGA
legislature. "We were reviewing UAH's
tenure policy for faculty members,
when one legislator commented that
there are some students here who
meet those criteria," claims SGA
President Mickey Cone. Within a week,
the SGA had drafted a resolution
requesting that the university
consider granting tenure to deserving
students. "We laughed at the idea at
first
said Dr. Spotz, "but then we
realized that they had some good
points. There are many students that
have been here longer than most
tenured professors... They have logged
enough hours in the classroom... and a
good student has probably done plenty
of research during his stay at UAH...
Once we decided to accept term papers
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as publications, it was obvious that we
had several students who had met our
tenure requirements."
Although the issue was debated in
the Faculty Senate for several months,
it was finally approved. Twenty-three
were selected who meet UAH's tenure
requirements. According to Spotz, the
tenured students will have the same
privileges as tenured faculty have, and
they may not be forced to leave UAH
for any reason, including poor grades
or misconduct.
The recently tenured students are:
Robert W. Addams, sophomore (12
years); John M. Andrews, graduate
student (20 years); Sharon N. Bakker,
senior (18 years); Dirk O. Benson,
senior (10 years); Alicia Carter, junior
(16 years); George F. Deakon, graduate
student (19 years); Barbara W. Dean,
Barbara W. Dean, doctoral candidate
(32 years); Fred Greer, freshman (10
years); Gayle N. Handleman, senior
(13 years); Paul Holden, graduate
student (15 years); Sandra L. Johnson,
junior (11 years); David A. Lomax,
sophomore (11 years); Caroline
Mansfield, graduate student (16 years);
Gerald Morton, sophomore (15 years);
Nora Noonan, graduate student (11
years); Sven Olsen, junior (14 years);

Mohammet A. Jamir, senior (13 years);
Ivan Rubenstein, doctoral candidate
(20 years); Roger T. Shrubber, senior
(12 years); Rebecca K. Tucker, junior
(12 years); Fred Brady, freshman (22
years), Charles Williams, senior (13
years); and Chou Xing-Li, graduate
student (17 years).
We interviewed Shrubber to learn
about his unusual college career.
"When I first came here, I started to
major in engineering, and I even co
oped at NASA with Wernher von
Braun, but then he left NASA and I felt
that my career opportunities as an
engineer were limited, so I went five
more years as an undeclared major.
Then I met this girl who was an artist, <
and she talked me into studying art*
history, but then we broke up, and now
I'm taking courses in accounting. I'm
glad they gave me tenure... I had
thought about graduating, but now
that I have the tenure, I think I'll stay."
According to SGA spokesman John
Q. Public, most of these students have
changed majors at least five times
during the course of their stay at UAH.
Dr. Spotz added that "tenure is only for
career students. We don't actually
expect any of these students to
graduate."

Hockey team found to be
computer-run robots

Shown is oieofthe Computer Science majors who has been controlling the UAH
Chargers for God knows how long.
Photo by Peter Parker

Dr. Staff photographed
by intrepid photographer

JERK'S

Cheap Sex, Major Egos, Interesting Smells
Just Like Eating in Prison
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
Beginning Thursday, it's Clean Up Your Own Barf Night!
COME IN AND JOIN THE FUN!

No Shirt — No Shoes — No Problem
Located in beautiful downtown Woodworm.
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Dr. Staff, an active member of every department at this school, is a hard guy to
catch, but with the aid of a special high-speed lens, we did it!
Photo by Bob White
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OFFICE HOURS OF
SGA OFFICERS
WINTER 1990

NAME: Michael A. Conn
POSITION: President
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: May 15, 1989
OFFICE HOURS: M/W/F 1:30 - 5:00 p.m.
NAME: Michael C. McCracken
POSITION: Vice President
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: May 9, 1989
OFFICE HOURS: Mon. 5:00 - 8:30 p.m.
W/F 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
NAME: Cheryl Bankston
POSITION: Director of Student Services
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: June '89
OFFICE HOURS: Tue. 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Fri. 9:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m.
NAME: Milo Chang
POSITION: Finance Officer
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: May 22, 1989
OFFICE HOURS: M/W 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
TH 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
M-TH 9:30 - 12:00
M - F By appointment
NAME: Mohan Mullapudi
POSITION: Director of International Students
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: June 12, 1989
OFFICE HOURS: Mon. 1:00 - 4:00 p.m.
OFFICE HOURS: MON. 1:00 - 4:00 p.m.
TH. 9:00 - 1:00 p.m.
FRI. 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
NAME: Rosemary Schexnayder
POSITION: Grievance Officer
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: Summer 1989
OFFICE HOURS: M/TH 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
NAME: Valery Thomas
POSITION: Legislative Secretary
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: June 26, 1989
OFFICE HOURS: MON. 8:00 - 12:00 p.m.
W/F 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
NAME: Dennis W. Varner
POSITION: Director of Public Relations
DATE ELECTED/APPOINTED: June 12, 1989
OFFICE HOURS: M/W/F 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
T/TH 8:00 - 10:00 a.m.

The Comic Shop
Offering the best in Comics
We buy and sell
Mon-Fri: 12 to 6 Sat. 10-5:30
502 Andrew Jackson Way, Huntsville. 536-5186

MOM'S
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"Mom's" House Rules:

EA T RIOm,
UVE £ONG

PROS PM.

1. Eat NO vegetables
2. Do NOT make bed
3. Do NOT brush your teeth
4. Do NOT clean your room
5. Have a great time!!!

'Mom's—you never knew she
could be this much FUN!"
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January 25th—Comedian Nancy Parker
February 1st—Musician Del Suggs
February 8th—Comedian Diane Nichols
February 15th—Musician Daryl Ryce
February 22nd—Comedian Lew Schneider
University Center

EATING RIGHT IS HIGHLY LOGICAL,
Free snacks and sodas!
We will continue to have comedians and musicians every Thursday night for the Winter Quarter.

CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
AT 1-800-ACS-2345 FOR FREE
NUTRITION INFORMATION.

12 The Exponent

THIS WEEK "AT THE MOVIES
Tonite, Jan. 31st — "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" — 8:15 p.m. UC Room 146
Thur., Feb. 1st — "Weeds" —12:30 p.m. UC Room 146 - Bring a lunch!
Mon., Feb. 5th — "The Wizard of Oz" — 8:15 p.m. UC Exhibit Hall, shown on the GIANT screen
Tue., Feb. 6th — "Earth Girls Are Easy"—12:30 p.m. UC Room 146 - Bring a lunch!
Wed., Feb. 7th — "Weekend at Bernie's" — 8:15 p.m. UC Exhibit Hall shown on the GIANT screen

All movies are FREE! So come and bring a friend.
See you at the movies!
All films donated by Cobb Prime Time Video on South Parkway
Sponsored by the Association for Campus Entertainment
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DID YOU
KNOW.
1. Early Registration is February 15 thru February 27
(This is a change from earlier
published dates)
2. Advisement schedules and procedures are
printed in the Spring Timetable.
(Available week of Feb. 5)
3. The probability of getting your schedule is
better if you register during early registration
4. There are no lines at Early Registration.
5. Your advisor has more time to spend with you
now than at Open Registration. Check your
degree requirements prior to making
an appointment to see your advisor.

Register Early February 15 thru February 27
**Non-Degree students can only register at Open
Open Registration on March 23, 1990, starting at
3:30 p.m. You may want to change to degree
3:30 p.m. You may want to change to degree seek
seeking, call the Office of Admissions, 895-6070,
before February 15, 1990.
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Director proud of "Pippin" performers and crew
Suzanne D. Neumann
features reporter
The audiences for the University
Playhouse's Pippin this weekend
couldn't have asked for a better time.
The play, based on the book by Roger
O. Hirson, with music by Stephen
Schwartz, is quite an impressive
undertaking, especially for a first-time
director, Johnny West has done quite
nicely.
Thursday night's performance was

marred by technical problems, a small
audience and opening night jitters. An
out-of-control smoke machine ruined
the first scene of the play, making it
impossible for even those of us in the
first row to see the stage. Once the
smoke cleared, however, the cast took
off.
Tom Goode was wonderful as the
Lead Player. Peter Owen, as Pippin,
also did an excellent job. Together
these two men carried the show, and
rightly so. Owen and Goode balanced

JAKEs

o

Cheap Booze, Quick Food, Lousy Service
Just Like Eating At Home
There's no solution to the mid-week doldrums, But
they will pass more quickly with beer and pool at
Jake's.
Olympia is still the cheapest beer to drink.

each other well in competing lead roles.
Goode was the perfect carnival
ringmaster, bringing a sense of
mischief and even maliciousness to the
role and setting the tone for the other
players. Owen was perfectly naive and
trusting as he wandered through
Pippin's quest for self-fulfilment. Still,
he is strong enough to make you
believe in the transformation of Pippin
from soul-searcher to self-fulfilled man
in the final scene.
The show rolled merrily on its campy
way until the fourth scene, in which
Pippin seeks the advice of his
grandmother, Berthe, played by
Melinda Inglesse. Miss Inglesse's
nerves showed in her debut
performance and her solo, meant to be
a sing-a-long with the audience in the
choruses, fell flat with the small
opening night crowd. By Friday,
however, Miss Inglesse recovered from
her stage fright and her scene no
longer slowed the pace of an otherwise
excellent production. Kudos to her just
for taking on the role. Berthe's scene is
the most difficult one in the play to pull
off.
The musical was well staged. The
costumes and makeup of the players
gave the production a good circus-troop
feeling. The supporting cast was
strong and the chereography (also by

Johnny West) was very good.
West could not be prouder of himself
and of his cast and crew. With the
problems of Thursday night well
behind them, Friday's performance
was "perfect," according to West. "I
can't imagine how it could get better."
The road to a perfect performance
was anything but easy.
"When I first decided to do this I
didn't know how difficult it would be,"
West said. "I had difficulty getting
ACE (Association for Campus
Entertainment) to agree to do this in
the first place."
After the work started West "enjoyed
it quite a bit. The cast and crew were a
family," he said. "I'm going to miss it
Sunday afternoon."
"It's a wonderful feeling," West said
of directing. "It's time-consuming,
intricate I've been working on this 1820 hours a day for two months."
"I got eight hours of sleep last
night," he joked."It was such a strange
feeling. I said, something's wrong
here!"
Next on West's agenda is a month off
before he starts works as the principle
dancer in the TRC production of Hello
Dolly. He will also help in the planning
of the University Playhouse's next
presentation, which West says "will
definitely be a comedy."

Located at Steadman's Corner
Holmes Ave. Gt Jordan Lane

FREE
MACINTOSH LESSONS
Sunday, February 18
2 - 4 pm
Library Reserve Room
Sign up in Library Reserve Room
or
Call Helen at 895-9781
or Michelle at 830-4018
Sponsored by
Data Processing Management Association
The Sophomore Class
Student Government Association

UAH Senior Melinda Ingles filled the demanding role of Berthe in Pippin.
Photo by Terrell Joiner
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SEDS
Meeting
Dr. Milton Harris
will speak about
UAH being a
Space Grant University,
Also nominations will be made
for 1990 officers
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Kent State plays Chargers to tie in overtime
by Aaron Koger
sports reporter
Anyone who came to the hockey
game against Kent State Friday night
and read my article in last week's
Exponent knows a mistake was made
regarding the playing status of Shane
Prestegard. Prestegard not only played
this week - he played an outstanding
game on defense and assisted a goal in
the second period.
In the first period, UAH opened the
scoring when Paul Scott received a

pass from Bryan Moller apd scored.
Later in the period, Kent State tied the
game on a goal by Kevin Harkonen
and went ahead on another goal a few
minutes before the period ended.
Kelly Krawchuk scored the only goal
of the second period with the
aforementioned assist of Prestegard
and help from Sean Kelly. This goal
tied the game and set the stage for the
third period.
Just five minutes into the period
Kent State went ahead on a goal by
Jason Neal. Half-way through the

With Macintosh
you can even do this:
New
Open...
Close
1

seo

Print...

sep

Quit

3€Q

Macintosh*computers have
always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own.
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple* Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle
for an ordinary PC.With The

McDonald. Three minutes later Jim
Goonan scored with assists from Kelly
Krawchuk and Mike Mooney. Kent
State then tied the game, 2-2, seven
minutes before the period ended.
Three minutes into the third period
Kent State went ahead 3-2, but UAH
tied the game ten minutes later on a
goal by Sean Kelly, assisted by Stu
Vitue and Howie McEachern. The
period ended in a tie so the second
overtime period in two games was
played. Just 1:29 into the overtime
Kent State's Kip Guanther ended the
game with an unassisted goal. The
Chargers (7-16-2) will play Humber
College February 2-3 at the VBCC.
Both games begin at 7:00 p.m.

Marketing Club Meeting
Thursday, February, 1st. Mr. Gatti's at 12:30 to finalize
Atlanta trip — for further information, call Larry Wilson
880-3293.

§€N
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:#:$
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period Stu Vitue broke free in the Kent
State zone and tied the game with an
unassisted goal. The third period
ended in a tie so a five-minute over-time
period was played.
No one scored in the overtime, but
Randy Resek played outstanding
defense at goalie for UAH. He made
four beautiful saves in the overtime,
including one with three Kent State
players around him. Resek had a total
of twentv-seven saves.
Saturday night UAH and KentState
played another close game with UAH
on the short end of a 4-3 score.
Three minutes into the game Kent
State went ahead 1-0 with a goal by
Brian Mulcahy. The score stayed that
way until six minutes into the second
period when Steve Kast scored with
help from Don Rugg and Doug

1

JOYS HAIR
DESIGN

Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with
much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money

STUDENT SPECIALS \

2 5 % off

P e r m s & Bodp UJaues ! !
Quantum, Great Feeling, Zotos, Redkin,
Spiral, Zig-Zag, and Much More.
Colors ! !
Jazzing, Frosting, Highlighting,
Cellophanes, etc.
S h a m p o o . Cut fr Blow Dry M
Paul Mitchell and Nexus Products

The Macintosh Sale.
Now throughJanuary 31.

OI9S9 Apple Computer, Irtc Apple, the.Apple logo. andMacmtosbare registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Call professional hairstylists
or

Kim

A

for Appointment J

504-D Jordan Lane

539-3315
SPACE CAMP COUNSELORS

FREE ROOT
BEER!!!
A&W offer8 a free halfgallon of root beer when
you purchase two Bacon
Double Cheeseburger8.
(Offer good thru Sunday)

The EXCITEMENT and SATISFACTION of being a
SPACE CAMP/SPACE ACADEMY COUNSELOR
may be waiting for you. . .
Seeking individuals with two years of college in a
science or education field and some experience
working with children or young adults. Next training
class will start February 26, 1990.
We are looking for:
DAY COUNSELORS — 7:45 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.
NIGHT COUNSELORS - 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 a.m.
(6 hrs. deducted for sleep time)
Interested applicants should APPLY AT ONCE TO:

w

o>

jb

w

The Space & Rocket Center
U S SPACE CAMP • NASA VISITOR CENTER

721-7128

EOE
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Foul trouble, injuries plague loss to Valdosta St
by Ola Luther
UAH Athletic Department
for the Exponent
The men's basketball team traveled
to Valdosta, Georgia this past week to
face Gulf South Conference Valdosta
State. The Chargers lost to the Blazers
102-89. Foul trouble, injuries and the
absence of the Chargers' leading
scorer, Thomas Jones, distracted the
Chargers on Thursday. "We got off to a

slow start," said UAH Coach Joe
Baker. "They jumped on us early and
from there it was an uphill battle. The
guys were looking for Thomas
throughout the game. Also, losing the
valuable player to an injury only adds
to the problem. The guys cut a 23-point
lead to 9 and never gave up."
UAH fell behind quickly but cut the
Blazer lead late in the first half. The
Blazers took advantageof two Charger
turnovers and advanced to a 45-36

halftime lead. UAH point guard Chris
Bateman was injured with eight
minutes left in the first half, while
trying to steal a loose ball. He lost his
footing and hit his head on the floor,
sustaining a concussion. The Chargers
nevered recovered in the second half,
going down as many as 23 points.
UAH cut the lead to 9 with 2:00
remaining in the game but foul trouble
extended the Blazers' win to 102-89.
Jackie Cunigan led UAH with 23

points and 11 rebounds. Mike Morris
added 20 and Fred Steger added 11.
Steger was named the UAH/Coca Cola
Bottling Co. Player of the Week for
January 22-28, 1990. Along with
Steger's 11 points, he added 3 assists
and 3 steals against Valdosta State.
On Wednesday, Montevallo will
travel to Spragins Hall to face the
Chargers. The Falcons bring a 11-9
record into Spragins Hall and are
coached by Rob Spivery. Game time is
7:00 p.m.

Pirate attack costs Lady Chargers game
The Lady Chargers traveled to
Savannah, Georgia last weekend to
face the Armstrong State Lady Pirates.
The Lady Chargers took an early 12-3
lead but watched their lead slip away
throughout the first half. The Lady
Pirates took a 24-23 lead at halftime. In
the second half, the Lady Chargers fell
behind early and never recovered.
Turnovers and low shooting
percentage cost the Lady Chargers the
game, according to UAH Coach Joe
Hagan. "If a team committs 33
turnovers and shoots 35% for thegame,

it does not matter if you h'ave 6 players
or 60."
On Wednesday, the Lady Chargers

UAH men's basketball player Fred
Steger has been named the UAH/Coca
Cola Player of the Week for his
outstanding offensive and defensive

Valentines Day Personals
^

'Wish a Shappy VaCentines (Day
^
To your:

»

*

IHusBand - Wife
QirCfriend - (Boyfriend
'Best friend • rJ(pomate
Sorority Sisters - frat Brothers
Barents - Brothers & Sisters

Small $3.00 Med. $5.00 Large $8.00
Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or
student organization that would
like to make $500 - $1000 for one
week on campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hardworking.
Call Kevin or Myra at 1-800-592-2121.
SECRET LOANS! We lend money
by mail — $300 to $5000 in absolute
privacy. Borrow for any good
reason. No co-signers. No
mortgages. Write for details and
application — no obligation.
Financial Services, Drawer 1883,
Alabaster, Alabama 35007. Enclose
envelope!
ATTENTION — GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-8388885 Ext A12054.
ATTENTION — HIRING!
Government jobs-your area. Many
immediate openings without
waiting list or test. $17,840 —
$69,485. Ext. R12054.

RESEARCH INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
mtUMSUur^

800
351-0222
m Calit (213> 477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to Research Information

11322 Idaho Ave #206-A Los Angeles

CA 90025

T|VOU

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 1-805687-6000 Ext. R-1813 for current
federal list.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
RPJADING BOOKS! $32,000/year
income potential. Details. 1-602-8388885 Ext. Bkl2054.
Large marketing research firm
seeking serious individuals to work
on in-home research project. Earn
between $400 to $600 weekly, no
experience necessary. Limited
positions are available. To register,
send $3, for registration
information, and handling; a
stamped, self-addressed envelope
(12 1/8 X 9 1/2) and resume to P.O.
Box 2703 Detroit, MI 48231.ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! $32,000/yr
income potential. Details. 1-602-8388885 Ext. T12054.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST
10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, frats,
sororities call OCMC: 1-800-9320528/1-800-950-8472, ext. 10

PROBABLY DON'T
HAVE ONE!

nces are your rusty skills mean a

MEMORY BLOCK,
not a learning block. Let us
help "Bring it all back."

Fred Steger is UAH/CocaCola Player of the Week

Exponent February 14th Issue:
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,, LEARNING BLOCK?

will travel to Tuscaloosa to face the
University of Alabama Crimson Tide.
The Tide has a 13-6 record to date.

MCAT
CLASSES FORMING
NOW AT

leadership against the Valdosta
Blazers on January 25, 1990.
"Fred has been a very important part
of any success that we have had this
season," said UAH Coach Joe Baker.
"He unselfishly is playing out of
position for us and he performs all of
the unpublicized duties and roles for
us. Meaning, he is our point guard and
he get the ball to the people we want to
have it. He usually guards our
opposition's best back-court scorer,
while improving his own points-pergame average and rebounds-per-game
average steadily as the season
progresses."
Steger scored 11 points, had 3 assists
and 3 steals against the Blazers. He
leads the team in assists and is second
on the team in steals this season.
Steger is a junior majoring in
communications.

Orientation &
Diagnostic
Testing begins
February 12
Classes start
February 26

FREE — Expand your library!
Early IEEE and IRL journals.
Contact Wesley Swift, 895-6238.

Discount for Early
Registrants

Norman Typing Services
Since 1986 — personalized word
processing service. Special rates on
terms papers for students. Call Sharon
Norman at 830-5936.
Help Wanted — Bartender to work
fill-in. Must be 21 yrs. or older.
Apply in person at Jake's 511-B
Jordan Lane.

4410-C Evangel Circle
Huntsville, AL 35816
Call: 837-9087 or
837-6850

Help Wanted — Morning clean-up.
Hours from 10:30 - 1:30 Mon. thru
Sat. Apply in person at Jake's 511B Jordan Lane.

EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY
$2.99 BUFFET
for all students showing student ID
Buffet Hours: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

The best pizza in town.?/««u^/

YOUR HOSTS:
The Hampton's

dVlr.

&

The Sanford's
PIZZA

735 Highway 72 East

4800 Whitesburg Dr.

4 3 1 5 University Dr^

(One Block Off Parway)

(Village on Whitesburg)

(Near UAH)

852-8006

880-1590

830-2145
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